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Abstract

Ty3/Gypsy long terminals repeat (LTR) retrotransposons are structurally and phylogenetically close to retroviruses. Two notable structural differences between these groups of genetic elements are 1) the presence in retroviruses of an additional envelope gene, env, which mediates infection, and 2) a specific dual ribonuclease H (RNH) domain encoded by the retroviral pol gene. However, similar to retroviruses, many Ty3/Gypsy LTR retrotransposons harbor additional env-like genes, promoting concepts of the infective mode of these retrotransposons. Here, we provide a further line of evidence of similarity between retroviruses and some Ty3/Gypsy LTR retrotransposons. We identify that, together with their additional genes, plant Ty3/Gypsy LTR retrotransposons of the Tat group have a second RNH, as do retroviruses. Most importantly, we show that the resulting dual RNHs of Tat LTR retrotransposons and retroviruses emerged independently, providing strong evidence for their convergent evolution. The convergent resemblance of Tat LTR retrotransposons and retroviruses may indicate similar selection pressures acting on these diverse groups of elements and reveal potential evolutionary constraints on their structure. We speculate that dual RNH is required to accelerate retrotransposon evolution through increased rates of strand transfer events and subsequent recombination events.
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Introduction

Long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons, transposable elements that mobilize via an RNA intermediate and contain LTRs, are structurally similar to retroviruses and usually contain two genes: gag and pol. Gag encodes a major structural protein that is processed by a transposon-encoded protease (PR) into capsid and nucleocapsid proteins during virus-like particle maturation (Kirchner and Sandmeyer 1993; Freed 1998). Pol encodes PR and other enzymes necessary for reverse transcription: reverse transcriptase (RT), ribonuclease H (RNH), and integrase (INT). Some LTR retrotransposons carry an additional gene that resembles the envelope (env) gene from vertebrate retroviruses (Xiong and Eickbush 1990; Malik et al. 2000; Kim et al. 2004). The two major types of LTR retrotransposons, Ty1/Copia and Ty3/Gypsy, are classified according to their origin and the order of functional domains within their pol gene (Kumar and Bennetzen 1999; Schulman 2013). Additional types of LTR retrotransposon-like elements, such as DIRS elements with tyrosine recombinase and caulimoviruses of plants, show a common origin but lack LTRs and have a distinct structure (Xiong and Eickbush 1990; Poulter and Goodwin 2005).

Evolutionary studies based on the analysis of different conserved domains have traced the origin of retroviruses to the ancient Ty3/Gypsy LTR retrotransposons (Xiong and Eickbush 1990; Llorens et al. 2008). Previous studies have also reported that the evolutionary history of the retroviral RNH domain appears to be complex and likely includes independent acquisitions and possible subfunctionalization (Malik and Eickbush 2001; Smyshlyaev et al. 2013). RNH activity is required for DNA strand transfer and processing of the polypurine tract primer that primes the synthesis of the second DNA strand during LTR retrotransposon and retroviral retrotransposition (Wilhelm et al. 2001; Lener et al. 2002; Basu et al. 2008). Both LTR retrotransposons and retroviruses carry a type I RNH domain that is closely related to the cellular RNHs involved in DNA replication in bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes RNHs (Malik and Eickbush 2001; Ohtani et al. 2004; Cermitelli and Crouch 2009; Tadokoro and Kanaya 2009). Notably, retroviruses harbor an RNH domain that has a specific conserved region, similar to cellular type I RNHs. The LTR retrotransposon RNH domain, however, is divergent from other cellular-like RNHs and demonstrates a lack of conserved amino acid residues typical for retroviral and other type I RNHs. This RNH degeneration is believed to be advantageous because it allows preservation of the polypurine tract primer of LTR retrotransposons (Malik and Eickbush 2001).

It was previously proposed that the retroviral ancestor (ancient Ty3/Gypsy LTR retrotransposon) harbored an RNH domain typical of LTR retrotransposons and that the additional cellular-like RNH was acquired later in retroviral evolution. Subsequently, the original copy of RNH was subfunctionalized as the so-called tether domain, which
likely modulates the activity of RNH in retroviruses (Malik and Eickbush 2001; Lapkouski et al. 2013). Such a complex dual RNH domain with modulated activity is believed to perform more fine-tuned RNA cleavage, leading to increased rates of DNA strand transfer during reverse transcription and more frequent recombination between two RNA molecules packed into a virus-like particle (Basu et al. 2008; Delviks-Frankenberg et al. 2008; Lapkouski et al. 2013).

In this study, we demonstrate that this dual RNH domain is also present in plant Ty3/Gypsy LTR retrotransposons. Our comparative and evolutionary analyses indicate that these Ty3/Gypsy LTR retrotransposons belong to the Tat clade. By tracing the putative evolutionary history of newly isolated Tat LTR retrotransposons, we identify events of cellular-like RNH domain acquisition and, similar to retroviruses, subsequent subfunctionalization of the original RNH. The resulting dual RNH from the Tat LTR retrotransposons strongly resembles retroviral “tether-RNH” fusion. Thus, the dual RNH domain from plant Tat LTR retrotransposons has the potential to act in a manner similar to that of the retroviral RNH domain, increasing the rates of DNA strand transfer and recombination between copies of LTR retrotransposons. The parallelism in the evolutionary history of retroviral tether-RNH and the dual RNH from plant Tat LTR retrotransposons described herein is striking. We propose that the complex features of the RNH domain in both cases were acquired independently as a result of convergent evolution toward, most likely, the “invention” of the intrinsic means for frequent recombination and, therefore, the potential for accelerated evolution.

Results

Identification and Classification of LTR Retrotransposons with a Cellular-Like RNH Domain

Our comprehensive analysis of plant non-LTR retrotransposons, which was performed earlier, allowed the identification of a new, unique RNH domain that is closely related to the “archaeal” type of cellular-like RNH (aRNH), as opposed to RNH domains from other non-LTR retrotransposons. We suggested that this RNH had been acquired by these retrotransposons from the host genome early in plant evolution (Smyshlyaev et al. 2013). Using these aRNH domain homologues as queries in a BLASTp search against the plant protein database in NCBI, we found that some of the hits were also derived from sequences related to Ty3/gypsy LTR retrotransposons, in addition to those generated by non-LTR retrotransposons. The LTR retrotransposons with a cellular-like RNH domain have never been described to date, and the closest phylogenetically related group carrying this type of RNH is vertebrate retroviruses (Xiong and Eickbush 1990; Malik and Eickbush 2001). We hypothesized that there are Ty3/gypsy LTR retrotransposons present in plant genomes that carry the aRNH domain. However, their identity, distribution, structure, and other characteristics remain unknown.

A relatively large number of sequenced genomic fragments from diverse plants is available for the further in-depth mining of LTR retrotransposons (http://www.phytozome.net/, last accessed May 25, 2014). To perform a large-scale computational analysis of plant genomes, we created a pipeline for the automated identification of aRNH-containing LTR retrotransposons. First, the LTRharvest tool was used to extract copies of LTR retrotransposons from 57 plant genomes (a list of the analyzed genomes is presented in supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). Next, all identified sequences were filtered for the presence of both RT and aRNH domains and clustered based on their RT similarity for each individual genome. Finally, a full-length representative element was retrieved for each cluster (see Materials and Methods for details). The mining resulted in a set of 146 sequences of distinct LTR elements from 43 plant genomes (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online).

The preliminary phylogenetic analysis of the RT domain from newly identified representative copies of LTR elements containing aRNH and known LTR retrotransposons revealed that all novel sequences formed a monophyletic group that had been previously described as the Tat clade of Ty3/gypsy LTR retrotransposons (fig. 1). Tat LTR retrotransposons are recognized as potential plant retroviruses, as they are closely related to the Athila clade, which consists of plant LTR retrotransposons carrying an env-like gene (Wright and Voytas 1998; Llorens et al. 2011), and also harbor extra open reading frames (eORFs). However, the functions and origins of the eORFs of Tat LTR retrotransposons remain unknown. Both the Tat and Athila clades are widely distributed in plant genomes (Steinbauerová et al. 2011).

We distinguished five phylogenetic lineages among aRNH-containing Tat LTR retrotransposons based on their phylogenetic relationships (fig. 2A). The single LTR element from the spikemoss Selaginella moellendorffii (Vidriolplantae; Lycopodiidae) formed lineage I on a phylogenetic tree reconstructed based on the multiple alignment of the amino acid sequences of the RT domain. Lineages II and III were represented by elements from gymnosperms. Finally, all aRNH-containing Tat LTR retrotransposons from angiosperms were clustered into three distinct lineages: IV–VI. Interestingly, after an additional analysis of moss genomes (Goffnet B, personal communication), we find Tat-like LTR retrotransposons, but the aRNH domain was not present in their coding sequences, indicating that aRNH was likely acquired by plant Tat LTR retrotransposons after separation of the moss clade (fig. 2B).

aRNH-Containing Tat LTR Retrotransposons Are Structurally Highly Diverse

A further in-depth comparative analysis showed that perturbation in the organization of the plant aRNH-containing Tat LTR retrotransposons could be easily traced from lineage to lineage. This includes the following: 1) protease (PR) domain allocation within Gag or Pol; 2) location/orientation of eORFs; and 3) the position of the aRNH domain in Pol (fig. 2B). As previously noted, LTR retrotransposon PR is usually encoded by pol. Our analysis revealed that PR is fused with Gag, and not Pol, in the Tat LTR retrotransposons of flowering plants (lineages IV–VI). The early lineages of Tat LTR
Fig. 1. Maximum-likelihood tree based on the amino acid sequences of RT from diverse LTR retrotransposons, retroviruses (RetroVir), caulimoviruses (Caulimovir), and DIRS elements. Statistical support was evaluated by the approximate likelihood-ratio test (aLRT) and is shown at the corresponding nodes of the tree. Retroviruses and aRNH-containing LTR retrotransposons are highlighted in blue and green, respectively. The complete phylogenetic tree with accession numbers and names of the elements is presented in supplementary figure S1, Supplementary Material online.

Fig. 2. Diversity of Tat LTR retrotransposons. (A) Maximum-likelihood tree based on the amino acid sequences of RT from representatives of Tat LTR retrotransposons, Athila elements and caulimoviruses. Statistical support was evaluated by the aLRT and is shown at the corresponding nodes of the tree. Six lineages of aRNH-containing Tat LTR retrotransposons are denoted by Latin numerals I–VI and are highlighted in green. Moss Tat-like elements, which are phylogenetically close to aRNH-containing Tat LTR retrotransposons but lack aRNH, are also denoted on the tree, as are Athila elements and caulimoviruses (CHRVir). The branches corresponding to representative elements from figure 2B are denoted by white circles. The complete phylogenetic tree with accession numbers and names of the elements is presented in supplementary figure S2, Supplementary Material online. (B) Structural composition of the elements from identified lineages. Schemes of the structures of elements from corresponding lineages are shown. The structure of one of the representative copies was used, with the exception of those denoted by asterisks, for which multiple copies of the element were used to reconstruct the overall structure due to the lack of putatively intact copies. eORFs are denoted by pentagons with the orientation corresponding to the frame (sense/antisense). CA, capsid domain of Gag protein; gRNH, RNH of Ty3/gypsy LTR retrotransposons.
retrotransposons, however, encode PR at a canonical location, the 5′-end of pol (fig. 2B), suggesting PR allocation to Gag as one of the evolutionary developments in plant Tat LTR retrotransposons.

A second development was the capture of eORFs. Some Tat LTR retrotransposons were previously shown to carry eORFs at nonconventional locations (e.g., upstream of gag) or in an antisense orientation relative to the two main ORFs: gag and pol. The proteins encoded by these eORFs were reported to exhibit homology to plant mobile domain (PMD) and to transposase 28 (Tr28) domain (Kejnovsky et al. 2006; Steinbauerová et al. 2011). Our analysis revealed that elements from lineages I and II, as well as Tat-like LTR retrotransposons from mosses, did not appear to contain any eORFs, suggesting that the progenitor of plant Tat LTR retrotransposons did not carry these sequences and that the sequences were likely acquired later in plant evolution. The first eORF in the evolutionary history of Tat LTR retrotransposons appears in gymnosperm lineage III. This eORF is situated in an antisense orientation at the 3′-end of the element, and its protein product contains PMD (fig. 2B and supplementary fig. S4, Supplementary Material online). The eORF location and presence of PMD is retained in the elements from lineage V, and, in addition to PMD, the eORF encodes a putative coiled (CC) at the 3′-terminus. Elements from lineage IV also have “PMD-CC”-encoding eORFs, which are located at the 5′-end of the element in the sense orientation.

Our phylogenetic analysis suggests that PMD has a complex origin, is closely related to PMDs from mutator-like transposable elements (MULE) transposons and is also somewhat related to highly conserved PMDs associated with nontransposon domains, such as High Mobility Group box or Peptidase48 (supplementary figs. S4 and S5, Supplementary Material online). Although the function of PMDs is unknown, the PANTHER classification system places PMDs into the serine/threonine phosphatase family (PTHR11668) and the epididymal membrane protein 9-related family (PTHR16007), which may suggest its potential function (Mi et al. 2005). However, it is worth noting that we were not able to identify significant sequence homology between PMD and representatives of the PTHR11668 and PTHR16007 protein families. Finally, instead of PMD, elements from lineage VI have a Tr28 domain fused with CC (fig. 2B and supplementary fig. S4, Supplementary Material online). Although the origin of the Tr28 domain remains elusive, some authors have suggested it to be a remnant of a previously inserted mobile element (Kejnovsky et al. 2006).

The most interesting feature of the newly identified Tat LTR retrotransposons, within the context of this research, was the presence of both the aRNH domain and RNH domain common to Ty3/gypsy LTR retrotransposons (gRNH) in the Pol protein (fig. 2B). The aRNH domain appears to be the most distinctive, in the sense that it was found in several different positions relative to other domains present in the Pol protein. Indeed, aRNH is located upstream relative to RT in lineages I and II but is always downstream relative to RT and gRNH in all other lineages including lineage III representatives, which harbor aRNH even further downstream, at the very C-terminus of their putative Pol proteins (fig. 2B and supplementary fig. S2, Supplementary Material online). In contrast, the gRNH domain was always found next to RT, suggesting the existence of functional and structural constraints. Additionally, the variations in the position of aRNH within the Pol protein might indicate a recent and complex evolutionary history of the aRNH domain within the Tat clade. The domains could be acquired independently by different lineages or be the result of the substantial shuffling within the sequence of one retrotransposon copy or between different copies or even between diverse retrotransposons present in the same genome. Duplications of the domains (e.g., gRNH or preexisting aRNH) followed by subsequent diversification of the domain copies as well as degradation of one of the duplicates might potentially have led to the observed diversity in organization.

**Acquisition of the aRNH Domain from the Host Genomes**

To unveil the origin(s) and possible patterns of aRNH domain diversification, we performed comparative and phylogenetic analyses of cellular and retrotransposon-specific RNH domains from various sources (fig. 3 and supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material online). A multiple alignment of the amino acid sequences for RNH domains from non-LTR and LTR retrotransposons and cellular RNH proteins showed the presence of a conserved catalytic arginine in aRNH from Tat LTR retrotransposons, similar to the aRNHs genes from plant, bacterial, and archaeal genomes and the RNH domain from plant L1 non-LTR retrotransposons (fig. 3 and supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material online; Ohtani et al. 2004; You et al. 2007; Smyshlyaev et al. 2013). The standard gRNHs, similar to RNHs of other LTR retrotransposons, do not contain conserved amino acid residues at this position and therefore are assumed to possess lower catalytic activity (fig. 3 and supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material online, Malik and Eckbush 2001).

As expected based on the results of the comparative analysis, the aRNHs and gRNHs formed distinct groups on the phylogenetic tree (fig. 3). The aRNHs from plant Tat LTR retrotransposons formed a single monophyletic group together with the aRNH domains belonging to plant L1 non-LTR retrotransposons (Smyshaya et al. 2013) and the aRNH genes from the genomes of bacteria, archaea, and plants (Ohtani et al. 2004); gRNHs from the same retrotransposons fell into the monophyletic clade with the RNHs of other LTR retrotransposons (aRNH and LTR RNH subtypes, fig. 3). The most parsimonious explanation for the observed phylogenetic relationships is the acquisition of aRNH rather than duplication of the original gRNH domain followed by diversification. Moreover, because Tat LTR retrotransposons are found exclusively in plants and aRNH genes are also described in plant genomes (“plants” clade in fig. 3), the most likely sources of aRNH domains for Tat LTR retrotransposons are plant genomes. This is also supported by the recent finding that transposable elements have a tendency to take the necessary protein domains directly from their hosts (Abrusán et al. 2013).
Interestingly, our phylogenetic reconstruction did not support the monophyletic origin of aRNH domains from Tat LTR retrotransposons. Instead, three distinct clades were formed by the sequences analyzed, which might reflect the involvement of multiple events of horizontal transfer or suggest that at least three independent acquisitions of the aRNH domain have occurred in the evolutionary history of Tat LTR retrotransposons (fig. 3). The largest clade of aRNH included sequences from Tat LTR retrotransposon lineages II and IV–VI. The aRNHs from lineage III formed their own clade on the phylogenetic tree, together with the RNH sequence from the bacterium Dehalogenimonas lykanthroporepellens (Chloroflexi; Dehalococcoidetes), which was retrieved using a BLASTp search against the NCBI protein database and the aRNH of clade III representatives as a query. The aRNH domain from the S. moellendorffii Tat LTR retrotransposon (lineage I; see fig. 3) was also separated phylogenetically from the other aRNHs of Tat LTR retrotransposons and formed a single clade with the aRNHs from Crenarchaeota (fig. 3).

Dual “gRNH-aRNH” and Retroviral tether-RNH Show Remarkable Structural Similarity

As observed from the phylogenetic and structural analyses described above, aRNH-containing Tat LTR retrotransposons from flowering plants harbor the gRNH domain immediately.
followed by the aRNH domain (lineages IV-VI; fig. 2B). Such dual gRNH-aRNH organization is somewhat reminiscent of the retroviral-specific cellular-like RNH domain associated with the connection domain (tether), which also adopts an RNH-like fold (Malik 2005). To further explore the potentially significant structural similarity between dual RNHs of plant Tat LTR retrotransposons and tether-RNH from retroviruses, we performed a comparison of their secondary structures and revealed a remarkable resemblance between them (fig. 4). The RNH structure commonly consists of a 5-stranded β-sheet surrounded by a distribution of α-helices (Cerritelli and Crouch 2009). As expected, the presence of five β-strands, which can potentially form a β-sheet, and α-helices was predicted for aRNH and gRNH from the Tat LTR retrotransposons in our analysis. This dual RNH overlapped almost perfectly with the secondary structure of HIV-1 tether-RNH (PDB 4g1q).

The predicted aRNH structure of Tat LTR retrotransposons strongly resembles the canonical cellular-like RNH fold with a DEDD catalytic core and, similar to all aRNHs, has an additional conserved arginine residue at the active site (figs. 3 and 4 and supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material online). Retroviral RNHs also have a canonical fold but have different origins. Instead of the arginine residue typical for anRNH, retroviral RNHs have a conserved histidine residue in that position. Retroviral RNHs form a single clade with non-LTR, bacterial and fungi/metazoa RNHs (fungi/metazoa-like sub-type of RNH, fig. 3) and were previously proposed to emerge from two sources: The class I and III retroviruses were transferred to the original RNH structure accompanying ancient genomes, shaping the observed RNH phylogeny (fig. 3). The variable location of aRNH within Pol also indirectly suggests the nonmonophyletic origin of aRNH (fig. 2B). It is, therefore, possible that aRNH was indeed captured multiple times in the evolutionary history of Tat LTR retrotransposons. Alternatively, aRNH could be acquired once and subsequently shuffled between Pol. The patchy distribution and lack of monophyly could be explained by the multiple events of horizontal transfer. Indeed, the close phylogenetic relationships between plant, bacterial, and archaeal aRNHs clearly suggest the implication of multiple events of horizontal transfer (fig. 3). In support of this view, horizontal transfer is now recognized as a widespread and frequent phenomenon in the evolution of plant LTR retrotransposons (Novikova et al. 2008, 2010; El Baidouri et al. 2014), and the evidence of horizontal transfers between bacteria and plants have been recently reported (Richardson and Palmer 2007; Nikolaidis et al. 2014).

In contrast to well conserved folding of retroviral RNH and aRNH of Tat LTR retrotransposons and the similarly to the tether from retroviruses, the folding of the gRNH domain of plant Tat LTR retrotransposons was found to be somewhat disorganized and divergent from the original RNH structure. Moreover, at the sequence level, the highly conserved DEDD motif, which is typical for all RNH folds and conserved in most LTR retrotransposon RNHs (supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material online), has degenerated in the gRNH of Tat LTR retrotransposons and the tether of retroviruses, with the exception of the last aspartic acid residue, which is conserved in Tat gRNHs (figs. 3 and 4 and supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material online).

Additionally, our phylogenetic reconstruction clustered gRNHs from diverse Ty3/gypsy LTR retrotransposons together with Tat elements, with the tether from retroviruses as the earliest branching clade (fig. 3). Such branching is in accordance with LTR retrotransposon RT phylogeny, supports the common origin of Ty3/gypsy LTR retrotransposons and retroviruses (Xiong and Eickbush 1990), and traces the ancestry of the tether to the gRNH of the precursor Ty3/gypsy LTR retrotransposon. Moreover, this branching also suggests that the gRNH from the precursor Ty3/Gypsy LTR retrotransposon contained an intact DEDD (fig. 5), which subsequently and independently from retroviruses degenerated in the gRNH of Tat LTR retrotransposons.

Thus, our data suggest that plant Tat LTR retrotransposons and retroviruses captured cellular-like RNHs independently: Tat LTR retrotransposons recurrently acquired aRNH from a plant host genome, whereas retroviruses obtained RNH either from a non-LTR retrotransposon or from a fungi/metazoa host genome. Furthermore, the original gRNH underwent subfunctionalization independently in Tat LTR retrotransposons and retroviruses (fig. 5).

**Discussion**

**Acquisition of aRNH by Tat LTR Retrotransposons**

In this study, we assess the diversity and distribution of aRNH-containing Tat LTR retrotransposons. The reconstruction of the phylogenies based on RT and RNH domain sequences suggests that aRNH originally appeared in plant Tat LTR retrotransposons after the divergence of mosses and more likely was sequestered from the host genome. The first Tat LTR retrotransposon carrying aRNH is found in the spikemoss *S. moellendorffii*, and the aRNH domain was likely reacquired or reshuffled later during the evolutionary history of Tat LTR retrotransposons. The monophyletic origin of aRNH from Tat LTR retrotransposons is not supported, as revealed by our reconstruction of the phylogenetic relationships among diverse RNH domains and cellular genes (fig. 3). The variable location of aRNH within Pol also indirectly suggests the monophyletic origin of aRNH (fig. 2B). It is, therefore, possible that aRNH was indeed captured multiple times in the evolutionary history of Tat LTR retrotransposons. Alternatively, aRNH could be acquired once and subsequently shuffled between Pol. The patchy distribution and lack of monophyly could be explained by the multiple events of horizontal transfer. Indeed, the close phylogenetic relationships between plant, bacterial, and archaeal aRNHs clearly suggest the implication of multiple events of horizontal transfer (fig. 3). In support of this view, horizontal transfer is now recognized as a widespread and frequent phenomenon in the evolution of plant LTR retrotransposons (Novikova et al. 2008, 2010; El Baidouri et al. 2014), and the evidence of horizontal transfers between bacteria and plants have been recently reported (Richardson and Palmer 2007; Nikolaidis et al. 2014).

We suggest that Tat LTR retrotransposons initially carried aRNH upstream of RT, as observed in the retrotransposons from lineages I and II (fig. 2). Later in evolution, some of the retrotransposons captured the new aRNH or transferred the initial aRNH downstream of gRNH, giving rise to the lineage III Tat LTR retrotransposons with C-terminal aRNH and to the Tat LTR retrotransposons in flowering plants with dual gRNH-aRNH structure (fig. 2). Finally, some of the aRNHs were transferred to archaeal and bacterial genomes, shaping the observed RNH phylogeny (fig. 3).

**Additional Structural Perturbations in Tat LTR Retrotransposons**

The additional ORFs, eORFs, were found among the structural features of some Tat LTR retrotransposons. However, the origin and function of eORF-encoded proteins remains enigmatic. The eORF-encoded proteins from evolutionarily older
lineages of Tat LTR retrotransposons contain a single PMD, and a CC accompanies PMD in recent lineages. The most recently emerged lineages of Tat LTR retrotransposons carry the Tr28 domain in their eORF-encoded proteins. Some hints on the role of PMD might be inferred from its allocation to the epididymal membrane protein superfamily, which includes diverse eukaryotic transmembrane proteins (PTHR16007). In retroviruses, the CC structure is an indispensable part of the env-encoded protein that catalyses membrane fusion (Weng and Weiss 1998). However, approximately 10% of all eukaryotic proteins are predicted to contain CCs and 5–30% to contain transmembrane helices (Liu and Rost 2001), a fact that hinders any speculation on the Env-like nature of the encoded proteins based solely on the presence of these two structures. Indeed, experimental studies are necessary to identify the precise role that eORF-encoded proteins play in the retrotransposon life cycle.

The Gag-PR fusion detected for some Tat LTR retrotransposons is not typical for retrotransposons. The gene encoding fused Gag-PR was previously described only in the Ogre LTR retrotransposon, which our analysis placed among the Tat elements of lineage IV (fig. 2A). The fusion gene was shown to be separated from pol by an intron that can be spliced to produce a Gag-Pol protein (Macas and Neumann 2007; Steinbauerová et al. 2008). In contrast, many class II retroviruses encode PR and Pol (RT, RNH, and INT) in different reading frames, except for lentiviruses, for which PR and Pol are always fused, as in most of LTR retrotransposons.

**FIG. 4.** Alignment of dual RNHs of diverse Tat LTR retrotransposons and retroviruses (RTV). The names of the sequences used are presented at the left of the alignment and contain information on their lineage for Tat LTR retrotransposons (lineages IV-VI) or their class for retroviruses (classes I-III). Schemes of dual RNHs from Tat LTR retrotransposons (gRNH-aRNH) and retroviruses (tether-RNH) with the indicated active site residues are shown at the top of the figure and are highlighted in green and blue, respectively. The conserved R or H residue of the active site, which is specific for different RNH subtypes, is highlighted in red in the scheme. The secondary structure predicted for gRNH-aRNH of the Ogre element (NCBI accession number AAQ82037) is shown at the top of the alignment. The secondary structure of tether-RNH of HIV-1 retrieved from PDB (accession number 4g1q_A) is shown at the bottom of the alignment. The α-helices are depicted as helices, and the β-sheets are shown as arrows. Positions corresponding to residues of the active site are denoted by black asterisks in the alignment. R or H residues of the active site are highlighted in red.
Moreover, similar to Tat LTR retrotransposons, some retroviruses, such as Rous sarcoma virus, encode PR in \textit{gag} (Schwartz et al. 1983). The differential regulation of \textit{gag} and \textit{pol} genes in retroviruses ensures the optimal production of the structural (Gag) and enzymatic (Pol) products. The Gag-PR fusion or at least PR separation from Pol might indicate the necessity of producing more retrovirus-encoded PR protein relative to other enzymatic products. For example, virus-encoded PR contributes not only to the processing of Gag but also that of Env in some retroviruses, such as murine leukemia virus and Mason-Pfizer monkey virus (Schultz and Rein 1985; Brody et al. 1992), but does not appear to participate in lentiviral Env processing, for which the cellular protease furin is sufficient (Murakami 2012; Haim et al. 2013). Because lentiviruses rely exclusively on furin for Env processing, they need less retrovirus-encoded PR, and the fusion of PR to Pol may reflect this requirement. Thus, the presence of the Gag-PR fusion in Tat LTR retrotransposons indirectly suggests that retrotransposon-encoded PR is involved in eORF-encoded protein processing.

\textbf{aRNH as a Potential Device for the Accelerated Evolution of Tat LTR Retrotransposons}

The dual gRNH-aRNH of Tat LTR retrotransposons in flowering plants bears a remarkable resemblance to retroviral tether-RNH (fig. 4). The functional advantages of such a dual RNH in retroviruses and plant Tat LTR retrotransposons in comparison to the single degenerate gRNH from other LTR retrotransposons is yet to be analyzed in depth. A structural study of HIV-1 revealed that the tether modulates the conformational changes that are necessary to orient the RNA strand for RNH cleavage (Lapkuski et al. 2013). This indicates that the tether may regulate RNH function, leading to specialized and more frequent cleavage events during primer generation and removal. In contrast, major conformational changes are required for substrate cleavage by Ty3 gRNH, as
Putative Convergent Evolution of Tat LTR Retrotransposons and Retroviruses

The term “convergent evolution” describes the acquisition of the same biological trait in unrelated lineages. Recent results suggest convergent evolution as being a more widespread phenomenon than was previously thought, implying that genome evolution is not random and might be somewhat predictable (McCutchion et al. 2009; Parker et al. 2014).

Convergent evolution is possible that dual RNH provides more effective recombination machinery in retroviruses in comparison to LTR retrotransposon gRNH. Although strand transfer efficiency and its role in generating LTR retrotransposon diversity is poorly understood, indirect evidence, such as extensive recombination between autonomous and nonautonomous Tat LTR retrotransposons detected in soybean (Du, Tian, Bowen, et al. 2010; Du, Tian, Hans, et al. 2010), supports the hypothesis that the dual RNH domain from Tat LTR retrotransposons is a potential device for accelerating evolution through a high rate of recombination. To unambiguously link the presence of a cellular-like RNH to the efficiency of recombination, it is necessary to perform a detailed comparison of the genetic variability resulting from recombination in LTR retrotransposons with and without a dual RNH.

was shown previously based on the structure of the recombinant “RT-gRNH” protein from the yeast Ty3 LTR retrotransposon. Thus, RNA hydrolysis by gRNH alone would be infrequent due to the relative structural rigidity (Nowak et al. 2014).

RNA hydrolysis removes segments of the RNA template strand from the growing DNA strand, freeing a single-stranded region to anneal to the second site (strand transfer), which is required for both retroviral and retrotransposon strand transfers (Lener et al. 2002; Basu et al. 2008). The wide genetic diversity, a hallmark of HIV-1 infection, relies heavily on strand transfer-dependent retroviral recombination (Smyth et al. 2012). It is possible that dual RNH provides more effective recombination machinery in retroviruses in comparison to LTR retrotransposon gRNH. Although strand transfer efficiency and its role in generating LTR retrotransposon diversity is poorly understood, indirect evidence, such as extensive recombination between autonomous and nonautonomous Tat LTR retrotransposons detected in soybean (Du, Tian, Bowen, et al. 2010; Du, Tian, Hans, et al. 2010), supports the hypothesis that the dual RNH domain from Tat LTR retrotransposons is a potential device for accelerating evolution through a high rate of recombination. To unambiguously link the presence of a cellular-like RNH to the efficiency of recombination, it is necessary to perform a detailed comparison of the genetic variability resulting from recombination in LTR retrotransposons with and without a dual RNH.

Materials and Methods

Computational Mining for aRNH-Containing LTR Retrotransposons

The plant genomic sequences used in this study were retrieved from databases, as listed in supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online. To identify all LTR retrotransposons harboring aRNH, the following algorithm implemented in a single Python script was applied (the script is available from the authors by request). First, de novo identification of LTR retrotransposon-like sequences was performed using the LTRharvest software with the set of given constraints and parameters: -minbln1tr 200, -maxlen1tr 2000, -mindistltr 3000, -maxdistltr 22000, -similar 85.0, -overlaps no, -mintsd 3, -maxtsd 20 (Ellinghaus et al. 2008). Second, annotation of LTR retrotransposon-specific features was performed using the LTRdigest tool and a set of hidden Markov model (HMM) profiles available in Gypsy Database (Steinbiss et al. 2009; Llorens et al. 2011). In addition, an aRNH-specific HMM profile was generated based on the multiple alignment of the aRNH sequences identified previously (Smyshlyaev et al. 2013). Only sequences carrying both RT and aRNH domains were further analyzed. Finally, selected sequences were grouped into clusters based on the similarity of their RT domain using the Vmatch tool (http://www.vmatch.de/, last accessed May 31, 2014). The copy showing the highest score to an RT HMM profile from GyDB was selected as being representative of the cluster; if two or more copies in the cluster had the same score, the representative was selected based on the maximum similarity of the LTRs. To reduce the computational burden of the subsequent steps in the analysis, the LTR retrotransposons grouping out of clusters were not analyzed.
Characterization of the Structural Composition of aRNH-Containing LTR Retrotransposons

In the course of our initial analysis, the Gag, PR, RT, RNH and INT domains were predicted using the set of HMM profiles. However, information on domains encoded by eORFs was not found. Therefore, we used an additional round of structural domain prediction, and the representative LTR retrotransposons were scanned using HHpred, a server that performs homology detection and structure prediction (http://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/ hhpred, last accessed August 10, 2014; Söding et al. 2005) and using COILS, which predicts CCs (http://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/ pcoils, last accessed August 10, 2014; Lupas et al. 1991). Secondary structure predictions were also performed using Ali2D (http:// toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/ ali2d, last accessed August 10, 2014).

Comparative and Phylogenetic Analysis

The RT amino acid sequences were aligned using MUSCLE software (Edgar 2004). The amino acid sequences of RNH and PMD are less conservative than RT, and a profile multiple alignment with the predicted local structures and 3D constraints (PROMALS3D) server was used to produce the alignment (Pei et al. 2008). The alignments were manually curated, and the phylogenetic tree was reconstructed using the maximum-likelihood algorithm implemented in the PhyML tool with the default parameters (Guindon et al. 2010). The approximate likelihood-ratio test of the branches was used for statistical support (Anisimova and Gascuel 2006).

Supplementary Material

Supplementary table S1 and figures S1–S5 are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online (http://www.mbe. oxfordjournals.org/).
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